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Problem-Based Learning
Launch every unit with a Problem-Based
Learning activity. Connect learning
across multiple chapters through STEM
projects, authentic readings, and virtual
interactivities. Students design and revise
their project throughout the unit in their
Digital Explorer’s Journal.

CASE STUDY

What’s to blame for the blooms?
Green slime. Toxic muck. Tourist-repelling, fish-killing scum. Guacamole-thick sludge.
These are just a few of the more polite words used to describe an ugly green “living
carpet” that spread across bodies of water in and around Florida during the summer

Case Study Phenomenon
Investigate phenomena with the Chapter
Case Studies. Learning connects to
the Case Study in labs, activities and
assessment, creating a cohesive storyline
throughout the chapter.

of 2016. That “carpet” was an algal bloom—out-of-control growth of algae. Often, either
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algae themselves, or bacteria that grow on dead algae, release poisonous and often foulsmelling compounds that can kill aquatic animals and affect human health.

The Florida bloom started in Lake
and salt water ecosystems when available
Okeechobee. From there, thick, floating mats
nutrients combine with favorable temperaof algae spread along rivers and into coastal
tures and other environmental factors. In
areas along both Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.
lakes, natural blooms often occur in springThese poisonous mats, so large that they
time. In coastal oceans, they often occur in
could be seen from space, fouled beaches
summer. But around the world, in fresh and
and marinas and killed fish.
salt water alike, bigger and more frequent
Unfortunately, this is not an isolated
blooms seem to result from several factors
event. Toxic algal blooms are happening
involved in global change.
more frequently and in more places, growing
Researchers hypothesize that the Florida
larger, and lasting longer. An enormous bloom
bloom—which involved both fresh and saltoccurred that same summer along the coast of
water ecosystems—was triggered by unusuChina. And just a year earlier, the biggest algal
ally heavy rains. The west coast bloom seems
bloom ever recorded on the US west coast
to have been caused by unusually warm
stretched all the way from California’s Channel
water in the Pacific.
Islands in the south to the Alaskan Peninsula in
Why would heavy rains trigger a bloom
the north. That bloom forced closures of fish
in Florida? And why would higher temperaand shellfish industries in California, Oregon,
tures cause one off the coast of California?
and Washington for months, causing losses
Despite their different causes, did those
of millions of dollars. Freshwater algal blooms
blooms have anything in common? Do we
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Throughout this chapter, look for
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usually mild ones—occur naturally in fresh

Active Student Experiences
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connections to the three dimensions are
found at point of use in the Student and
A Common Kingfisher
Teacher Editions.
captures its meal
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Performance-Based Assessments

Available in
English and
Spanish
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Award-Winning
Digital Platform
Savvas Realize™ is a Thin Common Cartridge
(TCC) certified provider, so content runs
on all compliant LMS platforms. Access all
your digital content, virtual labs, simulations,
assessments, and student data in ONE
location. Use our LTI-Advantage (LTI-A)
integration to make sharing content,
assessments and data easier between
certified LMS systems.

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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Science Literacy
Biology Foundations supports understanding
with interactive experiences that reinforce
the three-dimensional aspects of learning.
In addition to reading tools, there are
opportunities for visual literacy, where
students are able to label and create models
and describe their understanding

Realize
Integrates with
Your Learning
Management
System
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Miller & Levine Biology is rich with assessment types
that work in combination to assess three-dimensional
learning. Performance-Based Assessments measure
students’ mastery of all three dimensions through
scenario-based performance tasks.
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